This paper took a research about the small size sample problem of the discriminant locality preserving projections method, and proposed the discriminant locality preserving projections method based on neighborhood maximum margin (NMMDLPP) 
Introduction
In recent years, dimensionality reduction has been widely concerned in many fields such as machine learning, data mining and pattern recognition [1] . The aim is to map the high dimensional data into a low dimensional subspace, and keep the manifold structure of high dimensional data essential to subspace. Among the dimensionality reduction techniques, the most well-known techniques are the principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), locality preserving projections (LPP), and neighborhood preserving embedded (NPE) [2] [3] . Although these methods have different suppositions, they can be put into a unified graph embedding framework with different constraints [4] . PCA is an unsupervised method, which does not take the class information into account [5] . The aim of LDA is to optimize the discriminate patterns of different classes by searching the projection axes, which the data points of different classed are far from each other, while constraining the data points of the same to be as close to each other as possible [6] [7] . Among them, LPP is one of the most representative algorithm, there were many improved algorithm based on LPP theory [8] . Inspired by the LPP algorithm, someone has put forward the discriminant locality preserving projection (DLPP) algorithm, but there are still remained small size sample problem and information redundancy problem [9] . The categories of information data has not been fully used, which leads to a decrease in classification performance in pattern recognition problem of high-dimensional data [10] . Therefore, in view of the above questions, we propose 
. The objective function can be simplified into:
Where L=D-W, H=E-B, E is a diagonal matrix, and its elements are column (or row) sum of B, 
Therefore, based on the above analysis, the optimal projection each column of the matrix as feature vector are
Thus, the locality preserving between-class scatter matrix L w S is singular. Therefore, it cannot obtain the inverse matrix 
Discriminant Locality Preserving Projections based on Neighborhood Maximum Margin
The method first begins to build an adjacent graph  by k-neighborhood for all points. Suppose training samples
are a group of high dimensional data, the purpose of NMMDLPP is to find the optimal projection matrix
, making the original high-dimensional data projected into the lower space to get a set of corresponding low-dimensional feature data 
Where the parameter L b S is matrix of locality preserving between-class scatter and L w S is matrix of locality preserving within-class scatter. They are defined as follows: Suppose the parameter k is a nonnegative constant which can balances the relative merits of maximizing the locality preserving between-class scatter and the minimization of the locality preserving within-class scatter. So the objective function of NMMDLPP is defined as follows:
The objective function of NMMDLPP is based on the difference form and the matrix . Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the NMMDLPP algorithm. 
Experimental Results
This section will conduct an experiment about the effectiveness of the NMMDLPP method on UMIST and Yale face database. There are twenty face images in the UMIST face database, which are common and rich in gesture variation, as shown in Figure 2 . The face image of the Yale face database has the variation of light and expression, the face expression view keeps the same with the all positive face image pixel of 320×243, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Experiments on the UMIST Face Database
Take the face image from the UMIST face database as training sample set consisted of 6 faces image. The remaining sample image would be used as the test sample set of NMMDLPP method proposed in this paper. There are two experiments on the UMIST face database. The first experiment is as shown in Figure 4 . Firstly, it researches the variation condition of the recognition rate of NMMDLPP with varying the k-neighborhood parameter k W of the structure neighbor graph. The increase step is 2 with the ranges from 1 to 15. The second experiment is as shown in Figure 5 . It surveys the comparison of the NMMDLPP method proposed in this paper and the method of PCA, LDA, LPP, DLPP with different feature dimension, when parameter k W is 15. The general recognition performance of the recognition rate from the experiment result of the NMMDLPP method and the four methods on the UMIST face database is as shown in Table 1 .
As the Figure 4 shows, the recognition rate with different parameter W varied from 13 to 15. As the Figure  5 and Table 1 show, when the feature dimension of NMMDLPP method is 10, the recognition rate is lower than the DLPP method within 3%, and is more than the recognition rate of the four methods with the other feature dimension. The recognition rate can reach the highest figure of 91.4% with the feature dimension of 14. Feature dimension 
Experiments on the Yale Face Database
The training sample set consist of 3 graphs of each face in the Yale face database experiment with the 45 samples of 3×15, and the remaining 120 images of 8×15 constitute the test sampling set. The NMMDLPP recognition rate varies with varying the k-neighborhood parameter k W of the structured neighbor graph, see figure 6 .When the parameter k W is 15, the different method recognition rate with different feature dimension is as shown in Figure 7 . The highest recognition rate resulted from Yale face database and the feature dimension is shown in Table 2 . As the Figure 6 shows, the recognition rate of NMMDLPP method increases rapidly with the different parameter k W with the feature dimension varied from 0 to 10; the recognition rate increases slowly with the feature dimension varied from 10 to 30. When the parameter k W is 15, the method can reach the highest recognition rate. As the Figure 7 and Table 2 shows, NMMDLPP method is greater than the other method recognition rate with the low feature dimension, and the recognition rate is lower than the recognition rate of DLPP method with the feature dimension varied from 6 to 13. When the feature dimension is more than 13, the recognition rate of NMMDLP method has a positive improvement than other recognition methods. The recognition rate of NMMDLP method can reach 89% with the feature dimension varied from 16 to 19.
Conclusion
This paper proposes the discriminant locality preserving projection based on neighborhood maximum margin. It improves the objective function, avoids the calculation of inversion and solves the small size sample problem effectively. The objective function introduced a parameter and balanced the maximum between-class and the minimum within-class for achieving the best optimization of recognition performance. Besides, the local weight of the neighbor image and discriminant weight could express the local neighbor structure and class information of the data, which can strength the class effect.
